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s0luti.n or mkture, tie must know in what quantities and concentra- 
tions the mixture would make a self sustaining chain reaction- Again, 
k*OmQj;3j?80”r Uu mixtures of 49 (or 25) with suitable moderating media 
might be used as seeds in a prcduction plant or as power producing 
urfts themselves. I For these reasons, thcr critical mass of 49 and the 
clitical dimensions of homogeneous mixtur:js of 49 with various modera- 
ting media have been calculated as a function of the concentration of 
49.y The external boundary was tveated as ctompletely absorbing. 

:lJ0t5: Ke are indebted to Oppsnehimer for a ?etter from him received 
Iksez~bbar 31, 1942 describing ths results of similar calculations made 
itdegondently by himself and Serber, 
frc3: this letter: 

VTe are taking the liberty to quote 
'"For a solution of 25 in water surrounded by a water 

se.50 She odd.mal ratio of 25 absorption to hydrogen absorpticn is 2-9 
azd the ma;s of 25 is about 700 go I regard this value as not too sure 
sic03 scme othar calculations based 0n.a slightly aifferent treatment 
of t:iis siovkng down gave 450 g kstead. 
For 4s 

A half a kg is a pretty good guess, 
the absorption ratio will be very clossly the same and thus the 

nas s XL-3 !~e about one-half as great. %I have also looked at the boiler 
surrounYded by crdinary uranium instead of water, but it seems doubtful 
w:1et:1er -:h.is will rkiuce the anount of material nseds& !3ecause of the 
shorter slowing path some gain can be expected by using a saturated 
hydrocarbon or paraffin instead of water. 
of 49 seem$djsafe 

.,.."..*.0..1L3-g lots 
.o...,,'~specially in vie& ofj.......,,the innocuous 

character of the phenomena 
Con ?r centrifuging 

should the reaqtion start during prscipita- 
. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . .&iasinpj.. . . 
. . . . . ..$&j have handled the prcblem.,, 

differential diffusion theory for the slot; neutror~~.,,.. 
0therr;ise the treatment is standard." 

Since the function of the moderating medium is to ~1-3~; the 
fission neutrocs, it is apparent that the critical size will be of the 
order of the slating down distance. The minimum concentration of 49 
will be such that only one of the 2.2 neutrons per fission v&l1 be 
absorbed by 49, the thermal neutron absorption by 49 will be about 
equa!. to Cat by the moderator. The optimum concentration (minimum 
critical mass in a sphere) will be about three times this minimum 

For high concentrations of 49 the fast neutron reactioticontri- 
bute appreciably0 This effsct has been treated as a smali increase in V, 
the number of neutrons per fission, This of course underestimates the 
effect and overestimates the mass at very high concentration, where the 
contribution from fast fission is not small. 

Fxoept for the corrections at high aoncentrations, the results 
for 25 or 23 can be obtained by multiplying the masses and densities by 
lo7 and 1 respectively. 
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Tih0re n 1.7 the neutron density,, Pt is the probability of a neutrcn 
l?Qitl~ s- o;7!?tl ?o thermal energies before leaking out, k is the re- . 
;i'O(?~\~. uij;l :z.L'-‘Or 2~2 an infinite metiium, and L is the thermal dif- 
.0-&x length. If the solution (for a sphere) is written sin 0 

r 

K2L2 = k Pt(R) - ? 

Let the concentration of 49 be measured by 

x thermal absorption by 49 per unit volume t 
thermal absorption ‘by moderator per unit volume 

2 L = Lp2 
71 + x)(1 * + (G&M- (3) 

xhore Lo 
cr,t(ld) X> 

is the thermal diffusion length in the pure moderator and 
~,-~(I+~) and CT,t(X)are respectively the thermal absorption and thermal 

cc;T;;;taying cro~a-nect?.ons of the moderator0 The second term in the 
ckmor 2 1aCor I,-; a ucuaily negligiiole correction to the total cross-section., 
y-t is aas:x.Tir:C;. hit:-a that the presence of the 49 does not appreciably change 
;:?c MiA~Kid 02 hydr)Aan nuclei Fer cm3 of solution0 Also 

l& .&$ t' X“ 
1+x (4) 

where Veis the effective number of neutrons per thermal fission of 49 
and includes the multiplication of neutrons by fast fission. 'We have 
taken 

v t3= V 

The fast fission was supposed to include the range xhere the fission 
crass-section in essentially constant, i-e,, from lO,OdO e,v, where the 
l/v 1~ meets the fast neutron cross -seption of 1 up to fission energies. 
The nun:bsr of oollisions was then 5-5 . 
it1.F 0: oso~pIng leakage for tliosii e.,ergies. T-- 

Pi(K) is the averaTe probabil- CT tn4 ai(u*p c 
,7ivse ti:e probability that a cc&., 

Ther1 -i$$$~-g- x 
'Ifsion results in fission? here 

k refers brJ therms1 neutrcns and ,^ to fast neutrons, Gt m x 

is only a m3hwr6 of the concentration of 49* Q i&j 

FdKpp,nding the denominator on the left, v:e get a quadratic equation for x, 
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Ehen Fermi0 s concept of neutron age applies in the slow& 
dam: procedure, so that the distribution of nascent thermal neutrons .. '., .~ 
fram a poin$$mrce of fast neutrons can be vmitt& e- $$ di -then ' 
Ty W) =; e-K and ;;p(Ac)-= e-K4 2; where 7 is .._ 
'the appropriate age of the fast neutrons making fast fission,‘.:;In '.:I. . 

water, the iistribution of energetia neutrons from a fission soui;ce ‘-. . 
is *e-P o After the first few collisions the distribution ' T;, .'.- ', ~_ 
spreads in ‘an approximately Gaussian manner with an age r from this 

leads to I '.‘ ' j ': ' . 1_.' ' .I, _- /s 'i:- b ,/ . > ~_ .;i " ..L '...: i ,. 
The equation (7) for x was solved for various values of g .L .'; 

. 4 ,: 

Then the density of 49 which is proportional to x is known as ti fun&ion '. '!:‘ 
of the critical dimensions of the mixture. For a spher? ps f .& ;,c:; 1’Y.z. C ’ ‘, ,: ’ ’ ‘5 .-:. 
for a cylinder of infinite length % = *T "' 

, and for 'i ' L 3 
a slab the thickness 7-r 3 

'.., .I,.' -':$,: ,(.~:.,. ; ' i ;i , ,,:;",;.;:j':* i. --:- ':. ! ', !'. .- 
This permits calculation of tbe*oriti~al mass, mass/em, and mass]&2 of -',:j"~~~~~.:~~~-~ 

:, , ,','1'* y+ IS $- ,>>i' 7‘ f,; 7:. I : ,. 

49 respectively for sphere, cylinder, and slab as a f&&ion of the “? _ : ) -.i'-" / 
denwity of 49 OP as a function of the dimensions o gx&e' t for the ,'$$:. -",?s; .:,:' ,,' j:': 
region of large density, the critical mass of 25 or 23 s greater 'than ~I.(" le 

.~ 

that of 49 by the factor '?&@v ~7 Q&t k/j i.e., by 1,7 crl for the <-' 
cc (dd q& du) ' .**,a r +. .:,'*:<:.-.> .;, I.3 ( . ,". - . 

same dimensions of mixture, 
L 1 .6 ';: _ .. ! . ._ -. : ':a .i ,, I .,L.' .., . ,,y., -_, .:r,. .. . 

.TTe took VP 2,2, &f (49) - 1 x lo-24cm2 

cz;& (49) = 1090 x 10 . -240m2 

Water: ukt (/vl) = ?,4 x 10”24cm2, 

d;c (4 a 43 x 10'240m2, - /t 7 cm, 
.). 

7- - 1o.J. cm? , / .'~- I' -: - . . I 7 _ I a:.+; ,: ! ..', :.::r 2 ,^ : '. i -- -; 
These constants give for the aatio x the relatioll . . . : _ .^, : i _ .',, ) 

.,' I.. 

dm-e the density of 49 in p/cm3 I i‘ . -./ 
d3Px 4 

1 ‘. . ; ', -. : 
P49 = px,/opfl x = *QQl77X. ' : . I. * ;;... ' ", * ,' '.X ...:., ‘.'; "' ,_ < .j._' : >J i"' _,'.. :‘:, ., . .:j _ _. ,, 

In fig= 1 is plotted the critical mass of 49 in a sphere of 'gate; 
, '< 

a function of the density of 49, Fig, 2 is the critical mass of 49as 
-;, .:: i 

..;, .~ . . .:. 
'.,,.<< _a *. 

\ <.- 
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function of the radius of the sphere, Fig. 3  is the critical mass/c:r. 
of 49 as a  function of the radius of the infinite cylinder container, 
Fig. 4  is the critical mass/cd of 49 as a  function of the thickness 
of the slab of m ixture. 
geometry on af-R plot. 

Fige 5  gives mass  of 49 contours for spherical 

s  

This choice of constants gives 

3.+V xjows e- 
AU Y?- 

XL + 

_. 

Fig0 6  gives the critical masi  of i9 as a  function of its 
density in heavy vzater. 

Graphite - - 
* (AGOT, f- 1062) 

'&+ ('4 = . o&Q, x  ,o' *L%,,,,rz #  

Fig. 7  gives the critical mass  of 49 as a  function of its 
density in graphite. 

Chain Reaction 

An amount  of 94 greater than the critical mass  will not be 
chain reactive when diluted with a  sufficiently I.&-ge quantjty of m ter, 
As the w&r evsporztss away> a conc%ntret ion W ill hoxever be -r%ac&jd . 

at which the effective multiplication factor will exceed unity by a . 
small amount,  The neut-..on density will 

\ thereupon increase from a negL?+.;+.Lle 
value to a  figure sufficient to prOdUC8 a very appreciable liberation of 
heat, The recoil ing f ission~ments prill imqrt their energy to tit, 



. 

v:cter in a time of the order of magnitude of 10mil sec.,* s!~ort in 

.i 

comparison with the time of retiroduction of one generation, ti IlO -4 BBC " 
Consequently~ the rat8 Of riS8 Of the temperature Of eh8 w&ter Will-res;,ond 
at once to the level of neutron density, As the temperature riEesb the 

. density of the water decreases. 
increased. 

The leakage of neutrons is conz3queatly 
The effective multiplication factor drops to Unity6 The 

neutron density becomes stationary for a short interval., Heit is et 
this moment being procuced at its :naximUm rate, 

~ . 
The multiplication f'nctcr 

to i'all and drops appreciably below unity. The neutron d8nSity dies off 
only after a finite time intervaLe An additional temperature rise occurs 
on this account, At the end of the first act the temperature of the 
-b‘.T&z e r has risen by a finite amount, the multiplication factor is less 
than unity by a finite amount , and the neutron density is again negligiblac 

The wkter will begin to cool0 The density will increase to 
t?,e point mhere there will be a second, smaller, surge of activity, a 
reheating of the solution, end a repetition of the first cycle of evcnta. 
The second cycle will be followed by a third, a fourth, etc., each of 
decreasing amplitude. riinally the solution will Settle down to a steady 
ststo, For the given composition there will .be a critical density for 
vihich the effective muitipiication factor will be exactly uniQ. Cor- 
responding to this densiw will be a critical.temperiiture at which the 
solution will maintain itself. Khatever heat ie lost owing to t"lt, 
temperature difference between lvater and surroundings will co;lstantly 
be made up by the nuclear reaction. The solution acts as a fherno~.tat. 

Kell insulated, it prouuces a negligible amount of heat. Penetrated 
by ducts arranged to give the ;nnximum possible transfer of heat to a 
suitable cooling fluid, the solution acts as a ~o:‘or I;lmt v;hose y&t- 
put varies over a ran&e whose limit is sot entirely by the possibilities 
for heat transfer, In order that the workin& temperature should :'emaAu 
constant in such a low temperature plant, it is naturally necessary tl;,:t 
further evaporation lof the water Should be prevented and consequent*;;: 
that the solution should be enclosed- 

Vixen the solution is not enclosed, further'evcuoration ~ti3.1 L 
take place RS time gO8s On, Tile concenfrakon of 94,~ill slowly in:rsGse, 
the critical temperature will rise, More heat will be transferred to the 
sUrroundine;;s per unit of tLf3, Consequently the nuclear reaction will 
have to proceed at a h&her rate in oruer to ,laintain ihe temperature 
at the critical level, 

Aftsr a time determined entirely by the rate of evakoration, 
the solution will reach the boiling point ant bubbles will form, The 
rate of evaporation will thereby be ,;rclitly increased, In contrast to . 
the previously discussed stage of events, diem th-3 rate of eva,ornticn, 
and consequently the rate of tamparatUre rise, de,janded ilpon such ex- 
ternal factors as air velocity anu hu:Gdity, the present occurcpces 
\qili b.2 :~cye nr;Lriy ~rp~eps;i:l~:r?, ;f x~::yi~it;ia~o ~;LS~~i;~ -‘;j (, LOlcticil; S.Ad ' * 
will run through their course in a much shorter time, -The nuclear re- I I_ c 
acti(>;-j, ~511 be zaintainod ut I+ level to balance the lcssas of best 
throU+ evaporation by adjustment of the density, as before.: I(OIY. 



;loyr,yfy 
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'L , the dem ity will be controlled, not by th8 temporatur8, 
w&h relr;ains constant, 

-- i 
but by the proportion. of bubbles to 1Quid. 

L&i the solution lie at the bottom of a lqp vassel.. If the opening 
at th3 top is hFg8, the rate of loss- of heat through evaporation 
will b8 great= The solution will quickly boil downo‘ The concentra- 
tion of 94 wiil rise to a level where the solution ie no long8r chain ' ,:*' * 
reactive and the boiling will stop* the solutiofl cool off. If the : 
opening at thu top of the container is small, the same chain of 
evsnts will require a longer str8toh of time, In both cases %h8 total - * 
liberation OC nuclear energy will be the Sam8 and will equal the latent 
heat of evaporation of the 8XCesS titer. To liberate a rcially large 
cpmntity cf heat, the syst3m will be design3d to avoid any net loss 
of water, Fresh wafer may bo pumped in at the bottom and steam remov3d 1 
at tha top CC an otherwise olosod contain8ro Such a boilar is safe, 
for operation will c8aae shortly after the flow water is cut offa men ". 
if the stem, outlet is blocked by mistake, an explosion will not n0c3s- r 
sarily oz:cur. Boiling ind88d will soon cease but evaporation will 
build up tho vapor pressure of water in the free space at the upp3r 
part of the container., The resulting increase in concentration of the 
solution mill suffice to stop the chain maction before the pressure 
rsachos a dz~gerously high level, provided that the vessel is auf- / 
ficjisntly L.;ir;3. . . . 

QurIlt-itztive relationships b8+88n oritical mass and&nsity ' ' 
and induced radioactivity will SLIppl8m3nt the foregoing qualitative 
pict,i;r3 of P chain reaction in an aqueous solution of 94. Dh3n boiling '. 
ia pusslbI3, ths solution by frothing ail1 adjust its dansity so that 
the affocti~a factor of multiplication is very close to unity for tk;g 
given reL~t*.ue concentrations of 94 and moderator, A decrease of density 
by th3 'facior f from *he normal valuefi to the n8w value of J% /f will ' - 
increase 3.~1 mean free paths by the same factor f, The new solution " 
will have the same leakagje, and therefore the Same eff9CtiV8 multfplica- 
tfon factfJrp aa the system of normal density, if all its linear dimensioris 
are increased by the factor f, The critical mass required for a chain . 
roactiorJ in the frothing solution till therefore be greater thanthat'for 
the nor,4 solution by the factor (l/f>fa = f2, provided that the boiling 
expand!. all the dimensions of the mass by the same factor* Aotually we 
will ?a more intorested in the case where the liquid lies in a rigid tank 
whoso diamster Is much greater than the depth of the solution- The 
neut:onic.leakage till be independent in first approximation of the 
disJ.3t3r9 Consequently a solution whose density is icw by the factor f 
wi'11 only have to have a depth &rester by the same factor f if it is to 
hr.vs the same effoctiv8 multipl?.cation factor as a solution of nornal 
'ansity, Th3 critical masses of the tvzo solutions will be related by 
khs factor f/f or in other words will be equal, 
actio:: of -z-L3 

Consequently the stabilizing 
frothing is not apuarent in the first approximation, 

a shailow solution of normal d3&ity, 
Actually 

hawing appreciably more than the 
critic& 3~~3, wiil have to boil up unt51 its deith is gomparable with 
the dia-lster of the tank before the neutron d3nsity reaches equilibrium, 
~r,tro~uce tine symbols 

multiplin,ation factor 
effective mi,ration area 

a diameter of tank 
h, h', height of MXX!.&, of boiling solution 

r 5 hs&h$ critical mass for boiling so.$ution relative to 
nornnl solution* 



of the frothing solution witi 

ti solution of m-ml density 
is sufficient '&I amount just 

in a vessel of the diameter D 

Of the energy release 

latent heat of evaporation 

. . j T ; . nearly independent of energy from 2 EQev to 
f. ;‘ 70,000 ,ev). 

300/32“ 80~aU~'"of ion pairs produoad by 1 erg when 32 ev 
L_ : r+; * will make one ion pair. .v. ,r.i 

. ._ 
..,_ ,.,. . 

: .‘,,z .::;,*.,c.- ,c ,;,: .T 
,. (1 i” 3. .Y,:,,~Pz 

‘MultipXcatioi &ves 4-4 x 107/(x in cm>2 e,s,u of charge 
per an3 of normal air-at a distance of x om, per liter 0; water boiled 
mtiy 0 An unshielded i&&dual 10 meters from a solution from vzhich 1 
liter of water boils Way oPiM& warning will get an integrated dosage 
of 44 roentgen units0 Thie figure in itself is,not considered dangerousB 
Absorption-of- gamxa raya.i~~~theisolution will reduce the effect, fIow- .iJ 
ever, neutron:: escaping f'r,omYLthe unit will add somewhat to the dosp.g;Q; /..&' ~:.*,fr- 1 .^ v, il ,?:!'. La7 ...r.i" i . I , 
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solytion till‘ bw of 
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QF:ayeragc fraction pf energy converted into energy 
jil proton! p8f 'Cm of path of R. neutron through xater n 4 . . . . - :-i 

300/32 e.s.uo-“ ,,ofaLion pairs produced by one erg when 32 8v Ml!, 
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as OTU- order of 
magnitude estimate for-:tTE;number of equivalent roentgens of dosage 
produced by the neuttio+:.e+tted during the boiling away of one liter 
of water, - l@ effect,of.,-@a slow neutrons should not increase the re- 
suit by a factor,more fhaq,,t&.": I% conclude that the effect of the 
neutrons is,<ifess. important than that of the gamma rays, 

r:, j. .:.. ,. .-j;; ,.,' .yc ;,.yr .::y >I?' . . ! ,-. : ‘!$' '. Ii.., ,g" :.' : i ~-. . . 
' The'.,~a~oactive"~~~e~,.ctirrfed out by the boiling process form 

a third source of dangek.~~, How+er, ..> , ) the amount of such activity in solution 
is very much less in the present,,instance than it is in the case of uranium 
dissolved up after a lon~~~ra&ia$ion in a plant for the rakid production 
OF 94,‘ Consequently thii-probloti of protection can be solved by 
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